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Meetings

On Fridays from 9-16 (end time tbc.), on the following days:

Fri 26.1. at 9-12 Introductions, and characteristics of qualitative
    empirical research
Fri 9.2. at 9-16: Presenting empirical analyses and considering 

“what is this a case of”?
Fri 12.4. at 9-16: The art of reviewing – assessing the quality of

qualitative papers for publication
Fri 30.5. at 9-16: Presenting and discussing your full papers
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Programme of the day
09.00-10.00       Introduction to reviewing (Nina)

10.00-10.15       Break

10.15-11.45       Parallel session 1a (lead by Henri Schildt) 
(U213)

Presenter                          Commentators

Yeon Kyu Lee                Anna-Riikka (away) and Xiaoqi

Hanne Savolainen         Karelia and Claire

Claire Shaw                    Hanne and Kyu

10.15-11.45       Parallel session 1b (lead by Jukka 
Rintamäki) (V101)

Presenter                         Commentators

Johanna Niskavaara       Emilia and Elizaveta

Emilia Eräpolku               Johanna and Thomas

Elizaveta Sakhnovskaia Lin and Jori

11.45-12.30     Lunch

12.30-14.00       Parallel session 2a (lead by Myrto Chliova) 
(Q203 in Väre)

Presenter                         Commentators

Anna-Riikka Smolander (away)   Jori and Xiaoqi
Xiaoqi Feng                       Elizaveta and Anna-Riikka (away)
Jori Mäkkeli                       Kyu and Emilia

12.30-14.00       Parallel session 2b (lead by Nina Granqvist) 
(V101)

Presenter                         Commentators

Thomas Hoeger                Hanne and Claire
Lin Chen                            Karelia and Thomas
Karelia Dagnaud               Lin and Johanna

14.00-15.30       O&M seminar   (optional)



Visiting discussants

Henri Schildt
Professor
Organization and management (Biz); 
Industrial Engineering and 
Management (Sci), Aalto U.
Digitalization, technology strategy, 
organizational change, and strategies for 
creating social value

Jukka Rintamäki
Assistant Professor
Organization and
Management
Aalto U.
Environmental sustainability, 
corporate responsibility, power and 
resistance, corporate wrongdoing

Myrto Chliova
Associate Professor
Entrepreneurship
Aalto U.
Entrepreneurship and emergent 
organizations, social 
entrepreneurship, grassroots 
organizations, microfinance



Next time

Submission, presentation and commenting the final papers
• Write a paper with all sections

After the last session writing a full review of one other paper 
• Make sure you have page numbers in your own paper for referencing!

More detailed instructions follow



The Art of Reviewing



My roles as an editor and a 
reviewer
Senior Editor: Organization Studies
Editorial Board Member: Academy of Management Journal, 
Organization Theory, Research in Sociology of Organizations, 
previously Organization Studies
Reviewing: Administrative Science Quarterly, Academy of 
Management Review, Organization Science, Strategic Management 
Journal, Journal of Management Inquiry, Strategic Organization, 
Journal of Management Studies, …



Purpose of the review process

- Verification of the academic quality of the 
work (methods, data, rigor, relevance)

- Connecting it to the existing conversations 
- Making contributions (what counts as a 

contribution)
- Gatekeeping on what gets published in 

academic papers: topics, issues, 
conversations

- Supporting the writer to develop and clarify 
their argumentation (“collective reflection”)



Submission of a 
paper

Comes to the 
Editor-in-Chief, 

desk rejection or 
decides to which 
editor to send it

Lands to an
Senior Editor’s 

desk – immediate 
decision: desk 

reject or into the 
review process

Senior Editor 
selects 2-3 

reviewers that 
“fit” in one way or 

another

Reviewer: Time 
for review usually 

about a month

Senior editor 
compiles the 
reviews and 

makes an overall 
assessment and a 

decision

How does a review process 
usually proceed in a journal?



How to write a good review? (1)
- Developmental and constructive tone, respect, polite!
- Not just a list of deficiencies; why something is problematic –

offer ideas how to address the problem, provides focus for 
revision

- Try to see the potential in the work – what did you like, how 
can the paper develop, and how to reach that potential?

• Room for development often hinges on the data
- Do not reveal the recommendation as the editor may take a 

different decision
• Don’t be two-faced: overly positive to the author 

and then very critical to the editor
• Your overall tone should be in line with the decision



How to write a good review? (2)
- Consider: Non-English native // native authors
- Structure your argument! What are the key points, and 

what are the additional things to consider.
- Edit your text – be concise
- Support the editor in decision-making
- Be on time!



Issues to consider

- Introduction. How is the study set up? Motivation for the study? 
Interesting, novel, inspiring? Focused research question?

- Data. What kind of claims can the authors do with the data? Is the 
data analyzed well and shown? Is it possible to collect more data?

- Theoretical framing. Do the authors address the relevant 
literatures? Is it focused enough (e. g. the number of constructs 
used)? Is there coherence and fit between the theory and the 
analysis (e. g. ontology, different schools of thought)?

- Contribution. Can the authors make a meaningful contribution (with 
this data and setting, and analyses they present)



Examples of a review







Decision

- Reject
- Revise and resubmit 

• Likely to lead to a publication
• High risk – difficult to see whether a revision 

will lead to a publication

- Conditional acceptance
- Accept as is



Reject

Desk reject: The paper is not ready for review; lack of fit with 
journal
Reasons for reject:
- No sufficient data; lack of fit between framing and data; 

inadequate framing, methodology or analyses; no potential 
for contribution



Revise and resubmit

When are you likely to get an R&R?
- ”great” data though analyses can be lacking; something interesting going 

on – ”potential”; capability to develop theoretical framing and conduct 
analyses

Second R&R: Coherence throughout the paper but work needed on some 
aspects, articulated potential for contribution
(Conditional) acceptance: Full coherence, fine tune contribution – work on the 
’surface’ level



Why engage in reviewing?

- Duty: A key academic practice to which we contribute as the members 
of the academic profession

- Community. This is what we do for our colleagues and community
- Power/ influence: What kind of papers and conversations we should 

have – each reviewer influences such decisions, or has an opportunity 
to do so

- Learning: Understanding different research settings, methodologies, 
learning about literatures and on-going conversations, random insights!

- Privilege: You have been asked to do so – inclusion and a sense of 
being necessary and valuable



Example of an editorial 
decision based on (three) 
reviews







Extra slides



“Career path” as a reviewer

‒ Friendly reviews of other students’ and colleagues’ work
‒ Review for conferences, e.g. Academy of Management 

Conference
‒ Ad hoc reviews for journals (“testing of reviewers”)
‒ Member of the editorial board of a journal (“staff reviewer”)
‒ Senior Editor of a journal

‒ Desk decisions, selecting the reviewers, summarizing the 
reviews and making decisions on publications

‒ Editor-in-Chief: Overall responsibility of the journal and its 
line of publication, performance, work of editors, etc.



Resources

Academy of Management journals guidelines for reviewers:
- Reviewer Resources (aom.org)

Academy of Management annual meeting reviewer resources
- Reviewing (aom.org)
- See the paper by Romanelli (1996): Becoming a Reviewer

https://aom.org/research/publishing-with-aom/reviewer-resources
https://aom.org/events/annual-meeting/reviewing
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